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Pharmacist and Pharmacy Technician Learning Objectives: 
Upon completion of this activity, participants will be able to: 

1. Discuss how models of coordinated patient care offer opportunities for traditional retail pharmacies. 
2. Explain the advantages and disadvantages the community pharmacy has in working in the developing 

models of care.  
3. Discuss the potential impact of quality ratings on pharmacy networks, and how the retail pharmacist can 

improve their positon. 
4. Describe existing community pharmacy healthcare business models and how these models were 

developed. 
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effort to develop continuing education activities that are scientifically based, accurate, current, and 
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the content of an educational activity to disclose any relevant financial relationships with any 
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relationships. 
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or relationships influence the presenter with regard to exposition or conclusions. 
 
If at any time during this activity you feel that there has been commercial or promotional bias, please 
inform us by reflecting the information on the session evaluation form.   



David D. Pope, Pharmd, CDE
Chief of Innovation, Creative Pharmacist

#rethink:
Pharmacy  

The clinical community pharmacist is:
Chronic-care oriented
An ______________ member of the healthcare team
Utilizes creative ________________
Intentional in marketing

chronic-care oriented 

• Vested interest in ______________ beyond 
the prescription-filling process
• Goes beyond adherence to include clinical 
measures

Transitions of Care
Diabetes Self-Management Education
Weight Loss Management
Asthma/COPD Management
Comprehensive Immunization Reviews
Heart Failure Management
Adherence Management

making it personal
1. Is there a particular disease state that you enjoy learning and teaching more 
than others?   
2. Name one way you can begin to work with this particular group of patients be-
yond what you’re currently doing (don’t forget to write down how you will track 
and monitor).

circle the chronic care oriented area you 
are most interested in expanding your    
business

The clinical community pharmacist:

All pharmacists are clinical

It’s a ____________________.
          ____________________.

Join the Conversation



an integral part of the healthcare team

four strategies to make your pharmacy a remarkable part of the healthcare team
1. Understand what matters
 a. What matters to patients 
 b. What matters to yourself
 c. What matters to the healthcare system
 d. What matters to payers
2. Not ______________
 a. Things are not going to automatically change
 b. Educate yourself
 c. Commitment to Q.A.- Abandon “stuck because we are safe” mentality
 d. “Living on the edge...”
3. Find your _____________ moment
 a. Pay more or pay different
 b. Change culture of pharmacy- “Culture beats strategy”
 c. It is always a work in progress
4. __________________ Matters:
 a. Technology connectivity
 b. Immersion
 c. Connective with other healthcare entities

Joe Moose, PharmD
Owner, Moose Pharmacy

making it personal
Name 8 entities in your community that you could possibly partner with in a way that may       
eliminate some of the gaps in the current care of your patients.

At this convention, identify 4 technology vendors that may have some solutions for your 
practice to be more efficient in the delivery of patient-centered care:

Patient

Doctor Pharmacist

Nurse

FamilyCase

Physical 
DietitianTherapy

Manager



utilizes creative technology

The Clinical Community Pharmacist must track, record, and report outcomes as well as 
connect in innovative ways with their patients. 

technology needs
What technology needs can be developed to help enhance care in y our practice?

What needs will you be talking about with pharmacy vendors after this meeting?

Making it personal 

Justin Wilson, PharmD
Owner, Valu-med Pharmacy

List 3 barriers to providing patient care in your practice:

What technology solutions exist to help overcome these barriers?

List 3 ways you have implemented pharmacy technology to enhance care 
in your practice.



intentional in marketing Jay Williams
pharmacy directions

Q1. Top 2 reasons that members of your community should frequent your pharmacy

1.                         2.

Independents continue to be #1 in pharmacy customer 
satisfaction in J.D. Power and Consumer Reports studies.

Walgreen’s CEO, Greg Wasson, says, “______________________________________.”

As seen on TV: 

q2. Describe your best customer or your ‘dream customer’:

Attract your best customer

de·lib·er·ate adjective\di-ˈli-bə-rət, -ˈlib-rət\ 

: done or said in a way that is planned or intended  

: done or said on purpose : done or decided after careful thought 

q3. How do you find your best customer? (Within your pharmacy? within your community?)

I 

BRAGGING



“Creativity is just connecting things. When you ask creative people how they did something, 
they feel a little guilty because they didn’t really do it, they just saw something. It seemed obvi-
ous to them after a while. That’s because they were able to connect experiences they’ve had and             
synthesize new things.”    -Steve Jobs

create your message
changing your message to “speak in the language’ of your ideal customer will lure them into 
your pharmacy

Your Brand is everything you do:
 1. Your in-store welcome and phone welcome
 2. Your delivery vehicle and delivery person
 3. Your in-store experience
 4. Your website and other media
 5. Your Associates

Take advantage of it all!

q4. How can you improve your message to connect with chronically ill patients in a more       
meaningful way?

q5. how do you get the word out today?

tell your community about your clinical services

There are too many options to cover...but focus on these 3:
1. Website and Web Search
72% of internet users say they have searched online for: 

2. Social Media 3. Build Your E-mail Database
Save money- Using e-mail campaigns is the most cost-effective way 
to reach your existing patients.
Capture e-mail addresses as a part of your workflow

5 new approaches to expand your reach:


